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INTRODUCTI0N 
"The author believes that the most valuable development in 
theoretical optics in the near future will consist of analyzing 
and simplifying fifth-order approximation:f'orrrru.lae, and studying 
fifth-order models of various types of optical ~yatems. 11 
1 
These words by M. Herzberger express the goal towards which this work 
is attempting to contribute. Simplification without sacrificing accuracy 
i~ paramount if the calculation of fifth-order aberrations is to be 
accepted as practical. Since the matrix approach utilized by Dr. Willem 
:Brouwer in his "doctoral work at Delft University, Delft, Holland, 1957, 
has proven extremely ~ractical for third-order work it was decided to 
in:vestigate extending this directly to fifth-order approximation. 
Sufficient development of the matrix approach to prepare the reader 
for fifth-order considerations would require almost complete duplication 
of Dr. :Brouwer's presentation. This does not seem economical, and would 
yield no savings to the reader since Dr. :Brouwer's work is already very 
concise. Consequently the contents of this paper will presume a previous 
knowledge of matrix algebra applied to geometrical optics, and the avail~ 
ability of a copy of Dr. Brouwer's thesis~* Therefore the numbering of 
formulae for identification in this.paper wil~ begin with (8.1) so that 
I may draw freely upon expressions ·developed by Dr. :Brou"'er, which end 
with (7.93), without confusion~ 
Two problems not present in third-order theory are now created when 
the matrix treatment is extended to include fifth-order aberrations. The 
first of these is the presence of cross product terms in the system matrix 
which involve third-ord.er coefficients. These cannot be drowed because 
their product is a coefficient for a fifth-order term. 
* This work may be obtained by writing Dr. Wil1em Brcuv1er, IT.FlK Corporation 
Wal tharn, Massachussetts~ · ·· 
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These cross product terms do not ,effect the coefficients of a e,.ngle 
surface, but as soon as the matrices for two or more surfaces are combined 
they modify the fifth-order terms in the top two rowe, and thus become 
an essential part of the fifth-order coefficients. The presence of these 
terms complicates the, final form for the expression of the ab.erration 
coefficients, but not t_o a degree ~hat destroys their practical! tye 
The second problem encountered.is just a direct result of the ancient 
axiom "You can·•t get something for nothing". To obtai~ the increased 
" 
accuracy of fifth-order consideration;involves the factoring of.more and 
longer expressions for the coefficients. For a skew ray there are now 
twelve coefficients to replace the original six. Also the number of terms 
involved that have to be factored (expressed in terms of quantities that 
'/. 
go to zero in the aplanatic points) iilcreases by a factor of approximately 
ten. 
The original aim of this paper was to obtain all twelve of the fifth-
order coefficients. This proved to be too ambitious a project for the 
time available. Instead the coefficient for fifth-ord~r spherical is 
carried through to its final usable form. This expression is then applied 
to some sample lens systems to check its validity, and show its practicality. 
The dev~lopment of the other eleven coe.~ficients is to the point that only 
the factoring remaine. The .quite simple',final form for fifth-order spher-
icai suggests that rewarding dividends exist once all the coefficients 
have been expressed in like manner. 
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Chapter One SYSTEM 1v'LA.TRIX 
A system matrix is nothing but the; product of the matrices of the 
individua) surfaces of the system. Therefore the first item to consider 
is the appearance of the fifth-order matrix of a single surface. This 
' ' matrix.. if taken for the general case of a skew ray .. W:ill have twenty 
rows and columns, and is difficult to r,epresent within the format of 
this paper. If only meridional rays are considered the basic theory 
and techniques remain the same, and the resultant matrix size is reduced 
to twelve by twelve. Consequently only the meridional matrix will be 
used in this development·.. and the final results for the gener~l case 
will be given at the end of the chapte~e 
Using the same convention as Dr .. :Brouwer the fifth-order terms in 
an expansion for x' in the general arid meridional cases would be: 
(Skew ray) 
_2.._ _;;__ ---- -·-- --- ---ClQOUlX + czooulxl + c1olu1uzx + czoluiuzxl + c1o2u1u3x + c2ozu1u3x1 + 
_2_ _2_ - - - _. - - _2_ _2_ 
ClllU2X + C2llU2Xl + Cll2U2UJX + C212U2UJX1 + Cl22UJX + C22Z~JXl 1 
(Meridional ray) , 
i10~~/4 + iz0i 4i 1/4 + -m30i 3-/;./4 + ii140x \i;4 + i 50i ii/4 + i 60ii/4 , 
which shows that: 
mlO == clOO 
'iii2o = zclOl + c2oo 
ffi:3o = c162 + l}C111 + 2c2o1 
' m5o = 0122 + 2c212 
' m6o = 0222 
and the same for nko· and <r.£mn relationships for 
(8.1) 
' 
1 
Using the above expansions and definitions the fifth-order meridional 
matrix for the i th surface--( M'1 ) has! the following form: 
2 
G1 0 m1 /2m2 /2 ~ /2 m4 /2 m10 /4.· 1 i i i 1 iii2o /4 i ~oi/4 ~0 /4 i iii5o1/4 m6o /4 1 . 
0 si n11/2 n21/2 n:31;2 n:41;2 n:101/4 n2o /4 n:30/4 ~0 /4 n5o /4 n6o /4 i 1 1 . 1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
'0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
GJ i 0 0 0 Jiiif/2 Jffi2_/2 ·. Jiii)/2 Jm4i/2 0 0 
0 2 0 0 n:• !2 m" +n' /2, mlf +ii) !2 iDj +n' 12 roll GiSi li li 21 . 2i 1 1 41 41 0 
I 2 0 0 GiS1 0 0 n" n'' +in'.J. * 12 llJ +m' * 12 iitt +"iij * 12 m4i/2 1i 21 1 i 2i 4t i 
0 0 0 ii 0 0 Jn'*/2 ·li Jn2tf2, JD)t/2 3n4t/2 
0 0 0 0 G5 i 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 ,o 0 
4 
GiSi 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 J 2 GiSi 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G2S3 i i 0 
0 0 0 0 0 o- 0 0 
4 GiS1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
,(8.2) 
where all quantities are the same as represented in (5.10) and: 
2 2 
m_i :;:::: Gf iiik 
6 
iii = Gf ilk 
# 
Dift = GfSi mk 
' 
iiJt = GfSi lik , 
2 2 
E_k * = Sf 1!i'k , nJ:* = s1 wk 
• 
The similarity between (8.2) and {5.9) is obvious, and the method 
of producing the two is identical. The only difference is the cross 
product terms that are introduced. The equation (8.2) may be combined 
+ + . 
with Xi and xi to give an object-i~age relationship for the i th 
surfa.ce where: 
0 
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0 
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s5 
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x• i l 
XI 
li 
? 
..:1 
x:• i 
2 
i'• x' 
i li 
2 
x' x' i li 
J 
+· 
it 
li 
x• = 
i 5 
x' i 
4 
x' i• i li 
J 2 
:X• x' i li 
2 J 
i• x' i li 
4 
x' i x• li 
5 
x' 1 
and· the resultant symbolic equation is: 
+ 
x' 
i 
xi 
xl 
i 
_3 
xi 
2 
X X 
i li 
2 
X X 
i li 
J 
• 
xl 
i 
xi = 
_5 
xi 
4 
xi xl 
i 
_) 2 
-
xi xl 
i 
2 
_3 
-
xi X li 
4 
-. 
xi X li 
_5 
.Xl 
i 
, 
( 8.3) 
The same .matrix ( .Ai ) of equa'Hon (5.17) and inverse matrix 
J 
(. .Ai1 ) is now introduced, but it i~ naturally expanded to incor:porate 
, the fifth-order terms of the diagonal. Then defining: 
, and (8.4) 
'~.; 
1 0 
0 1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
4 
we get for M! 
m* /2 m* /2 m* !2 m4 /2 m* /4 iii~0 /4 iiijo1/4 iiiJt0 /4 m* /4 iii6o /4 11 21 31 . 1 101 1 1 501 . 1 . 
n* /2 n* /2 n* 12 n* /2 n* /4 n:2o /4 -. /4 iiJ!0 /4 n*· /4 ii6o /4 11 21 31 41 101 1 lljo1 1 501 1 
1 0 0 0 Jm* 12 Jm2 12 Jiiij/2 Jii$ /2 0 0 11 1 i 
0 1 0 0 n* 12 m* +n* /2 m* +n* /2 ~ -+n* 12 -. 11 11 21 ' 21 31 ., 1 41 m4 1 
0 0 1 0 0 -* 'n* +iii* /2 n* +m* 12 n* +m* lz iii4 /2 n1 21 1i J 1 21 4 1 J i 1 i 
0 0 0 1 0 0 Jnt/2 Jii* /2 3
-n3/2 Jii4. 12 21 i 
0 0 .0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 {!) 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0· 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
(8.5) 
where: 
mto = G m /G5 ·iii"* =·G iii" IG2 s3 , 1 · 1+1,n 101 i,n 401 1+1,n 401 i,n i,n 
m~o = n m IG4 S ~* = II m /G s 4 (8.6) 201 i,n i,n , m501 501 i,n i,n , i 
-* lt - /G3 s 2 -* 
" 
- I 5 t= = m601 81,n m30i l!Jo1 i,n 1,n , m60 1 
and t}ie quantities are the same with n -in :place of m and 
for G1+1 n • 
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5 
-Combining the M{ matrices now developed into a system of n surfaces 
using (8.4) and (8.5) the resultant !s M* with the form: 
l,n 
n n n 
1 0 zmt /2 zlii~ /z ziDj /z 
1 i 1 i 1 1 
n n n 
0 1 zi'ii ;z zn~ /z Z'nj /2 
1 1 1 1 1 i 
1 
1 
SAME AS IN Mi EXCEPT EACH 
1 
TJJJEM IS A 
1 
1 
ALL ZEROS 1 
n 
Zi 
1 
1 
• 
1 
1 
and the symbolic expression for the system b~comea: t' = M• • · i* 
n 1,n 1 
Where the new ~uant1ties in the matrix are defined as follows: 
n . . . 
aiii* = zirm* . + Jiii* iii*·* + iii* n**] 10 1 L 10i li lj 2i lj . 
n 
aiii* = Zirm* + Jm* iii** + 2(m* iii** + m* n**) -+: iii*
21 
n'~'2·j~'] 20 1 L 201 1i 2J. 21 1J J 1 lj 
1 
.. 
, 
J 
siii~ = EO 
siii* = 60 
sn* = 10 
~irm* + 3iiit n4** + iii* iii4** J 1 L 6oi "i'i j, 3t J 
6 
, 
, 
(8.8) 
n 
I sn* = I;iln* + 3n* m** + 2(n* m** + n* n'f*) + n* n**] , 20 1 L 201 . 11 2J 21 1J 3t lj 21 2J 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
sn* = 30 
sn* = 
'40 
sn* = 50 
~t[n* + 3 en:• iii** + n* n**) 1 30i li 3j 4i lj + 2(n* m** + n* 2i 2j 3i n**) 2j + ii* 21 n** + .3j iiji m-i;J, 
~i[n* + 3 cii* m** + 'ii4 n**) 1 401 li 4j i 2J + 2(n* 2i m** + 3j n* n**) .31 3 j + n* 21 n** + 4j n* m**] 31 2j , 
n 
+ iij i iii3;] .zt[n* + Jn* n** + 2(n* n** + n* m**) 1 1 501 41 3j 3i 4j 21 4j 
' 
with the following definitions: and • ( 8. 9) 
The total fifth-order coefficients are now in a s~tion form where 
each term in the summation consists of a new expression evolved from fifth-
order approximation,plus some cross products of previously determined 
third-order coefficients. These are modified in various manners by mag-
nification factors of parts or all of the system. The magnification 
factors tend to make computation difficult. Consequently the same tech-
nique,as that utilized in third-order, of measuring the object distances 
in units equal to the distance between reference planes in the final image 
space~ ( o 1 ) of (3.22)1 is now employed. 
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If we make the following definitions: 
q 
q 
q3 
q3 
q5 
, and 
q5. 
q5 
q5 
where: 
( 8. 10) and ~ = 
X 
.x;1 
xJ 
X2X]_ 
X~ 
xi 
x5 
If 
x;~ 
3 2 XJS_ 
x2xi 
XX4 1 
.x5 
1 
7 
Then (5.22) and (5.23) are· valid if Ml,n is now redefined as a fifth-
order matrix in which the fifth-order terms in the first two. rows are: 
m1o/l+ = q-5 siiito/1+ n1o/4 = q-5 snto/4 , 
mzoll+ = -5 sm~o/1+ q , n20/4 = -5 sn~o/4 q , 
mJo/1+ = q-5 sillj0/4 n3o/l+ = q-5 siij0/4 , (8.11) 
m4o/4 = q-5 smJ+o/4 , n4o/4 = q-5 snf+o/4 , 
m50/4 = q_-5 sm* /4 50' n5of4 = q-5 sn5o/4 
m6o/4 = -5 -* /4 q. sm60 , n60/4 = q-5 s~6o/4 ) 
I 
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8 
Using equations, (5.26), (5.27), (8.6), (8.8),. (8.9), and· (8.11) the 
values for the meridional coefficients' ma.y now· be written in terms of 
mkOi and nkOi , (derived in the next chapter) plus mki and nki • This 
will be worked ~hrough for m10 so that the steps may be followed, and then 
the results given for the other coefficients. 
, so using 
(5.26) and (8.6): 
Now using, (5.19), (5.26) and (5,.27) any of the third-order mk 
quantities become: 
(G ;a4-k 8k-l)(a4-k 8k-ljak 84-k )(~ s3 ) q3 = t+l,n t,n t,n t t t+l,n 't+l,n t+l,n t+l,n mk 
and for the nk quantities: 
t 
t 
t 
( st 1 /G4t-k sk-1) (G4t-k sk-ljs5·-k ak-1 ) ( -1 s3t+l, n) q3nlr. = q3nkt + ,n ,n t,n ,t t+l,n t+l,n t:Tt+l,n ~ • 
Then with (8.9): 
mlO = ~i [q15 Gi+l, n 5 - 1 5 + q(Jml m** + m n**)] 8i+l,n m101 Gi i lj 2i 1j , 
i-1 i-1 
where: m** = .6 mk and n** = .6 nk kj kj . • 1 j 1 j 
Developing the other coefficients in the same manner, and giving 
the final results for the skew ray coefficients we have: 
9 
n 
m20 =- L.i 
1 
lq-5 G2 s4 m jG4s + q(3m m"* + 2m m** + 2m n** + m n**n [i 1+1,n i+l,n 201 i i 11 2j 21 lj 3 1 1j 21 2jj ' 
n 
m30 = Li 
1 
lq-5 G3 s3 iii /G3s2 + q(Jm m** + Jm n"'* + 2m m** l i i+l,n 1+1,n 301 i 1 · 11 3j 4 1 lj - 21 2j 
+ 2m n** + m n** + m m**)] 31 2j 21 3j 31 lj 
n 
[q15 af+1,n m6oi/s~ + q(3m4in4; + 'Jim4;)] \. m60 = Li 
1 
n 
[q-5 s6 ~ (rR + q(3"1 m** + n '1*)] ~o= Li , 
1 i i+1,n o1 1 1 lj 21 j 
n 
[ "15 G s5 ii {G4s + q(3'\ ~· + 2n, mj'* + 2":J n** + n n,l'*)] Dzo= Li 1-
1 i+1,n 1+1,n 201 i i i j 1 j 1 1j 21- j 
n 
[qi5 ai+l s\'+1 n "3o /~sr + q(3nl "')* + 3DJ; '1* + Znz. m~· ~o= Li 
1 ,n , 1 i j i j - i j 
+ 2":J n** + n nj* + ":J mj'*) J i 2j 21 j i j I . 
n [~-5 ai+l,n s1+1,n ii4oi/Glsi + q(Jn1i"¢j + Jn4i~j + n4o = Li 2n mj* 
1 21 j 
+ 2~ nj* + n nzt* + 
. - 1 j 21 j ":Ji ~;)] 
n [q-5 a4 s2 1 TI50 jG1 s'j: + q(Jn4 nj* + 2"3 n;:• + 2n m** + ":J "'j*)] n50 = 2:.1 , 1 i 1+1,n i+ ,n 1 1 j i j 21 4j i j 
n 
[qi5 "i+1,n 8 i+1,n n6o/5i ~ q(Jn4in~t; + ":Jim;:;>] ( 8.12) n60 = L.i 
1 
c = 200. 
0 101 = ~1 [qi5 Gf+1,n "1+1,n °1011/G~Si 
+ c {2c** + d** + 2d**} 
111 lOj 20j llj 
0 201 = ~ 1 [ <115 G"f+l, n Si_ + 1, n °201{"18~ + q ( 0 101 °2i j + c { c ** + 2c ** + 201 20j llj 
+ c11 c** + c {c** +' 2d** •+ 2d**} i 20j 21~ lOj 20j llj + c22i ~o/] 
c102 = ~i [q. 15 Gf+l n 8{+1 n c102 /G{Sf + q(JclO ci2 + c20 di2 
1 ' ' i i j i j 
+ 2c [c** + d*'~·J + c f c** + 2d*x'J 
. 11 i 20 j 12 j 12 i 1.. 10 j 20 j + c d'** )] 221 lOj 
0 20 { Zci2 + 
i j 
+ cl2 °Zb + Jc22 d~o >] 
i . j 1 j 
d**) 
22j 
10 
I 
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11 
n 
cl12 = I'. i 
1 
n 
0 122 = I'. 1 
1 
c** + c12 {ci~ + 2d~~} 22j 1 j . j 
In (8.1,3) the c** and d** quantities are defined in the s·ame way as the 
m** and n** quantities on page 8.) 
The coefficients for the reference plane .coordinates ( dk.em ) are identical 
in form, but the coefficient of the t~rm is modified by 
and every ck.e in the cross product terms is,replaced by dk£ 
i i 
n 
d = I:i 
100 1 
31+1, n/G-i+1, n , 
For example: 
d** )] lOj • 
• 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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12 
Cha}lter Two. C.AI.OULATIC'N OF FIFTH'-ORDER COEFFICIENTS 
There is only one term in each o[ the expressions developed in 
chapter one., (8.J2) and (8.13)# that ·cannot be obtained from third-order 
coefficient values. These are the and terms. To 
obtain these coefficients we will follow exactly the same pattern as 
chapter seven of Dr. ::Srou-wer 1 s thesis., That is, we ":il1 obtain fifth,-
ord.er expressions for each of the terms in (7 .1). These will then be 
combined in accordance with (7. J.), ~.hd from the resultant we will be able 
to obtain by inspection expressions for c100l through d.2·221 • These 
will then be factored, as much as }lo,r,sible# into h,d,.e,h',<ll, and e' as 
defined by (6.11), (6.12), (6.16), (6 .. 17),(6.18) and (6.19). 
Continuing the convention,used by Dr. ::Sro).l.wer, of small letters for 
the paraxial values, end R1 s with a subscript for third-order ~uantities, 
I used R 1 s with a double ~.ubscript for fifth-order terms. For example: 
N = 1J. + ~ + ~~ or 
Starting on page 52, the expression 
and then: 
[ 
Ul - uz + UJ 
v = 0 1 + -----------= 
02 
• 
for V now becomes: 
(ul - uz + u3)
2J + 
204 
etc. 
etc. 
etc" 
Expanding the expression for N orie additional term: 
etc. ,. 
I ' 
,(9.1) 
, 
(9.2) 
(9.3) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
2~ 
- --r:- (u - u + u ) 
8'+ 1 2 3 ] + etc. 
+ etc. • 
Putting (9.4) into (9.3): 
!J. 31-L . 2 
N = ~ -- (u - u + u...) +- (u.... - u + u....) + ·etc. , 
02 1 2 j 284 1 2 j 
~ 
where: ~ =- -zC~ - u2 + ~) 8 
, 
Converting to the S, G, J system with the use of (3.22): 
N = J.L -
3J.L s 84 G4 jr 
2(8 - G)4 
I 
+ etc. 
etc. 
• 
• 
13 
, 
(9.5) 
(9.6) 
(9.7) 
(9.8) 
Now in a non-:paraxial object to image 1'\latri.x, such as (2.12) for one surface, 
(1 + UA) i 1/~ 1 , since (U'UA + U' - U) j 0 • Therefore (7.9) will 
be modified to read: 
I,'= (l+UA)L-Ax and M1 = (l+UA)M-Ay 
Expanding U and A through third-order terms by using (2.15),(?.9),(?.20) 
and (7.23) we get: 
L' = (1/~ + !RA + aRu)L - (a + RA).x 
M1 = (1/~ + &_RA + aRu) M ~ (a + RA)y • 
(9.10)* 
* The 1 will be droP:ped from all ~ sy;mbols for the remainder of this pa:per 
to simplify format. Therefore f:l = .f:l' of Dr. Brouwer's work. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Then: 
TJ'2 = (1/~2 + 2£.RA/~ + 2aRu/~) L2 + (a2 + 2~A)x2 
... 2(a/~ + a!:_RA + a~u + RA/~) Lx 
H' 2 = (1/~ 2 + 2J:.RA/~ + 2a:rtu/f3) M2 + (a2 + 2aRA)y2 
- 2(a/f3 + a.:£-.RA + a~u + RA/f;) My 
' 
2 ~2 ~ 
L'2 + M'2 = -- (ul- u2 + uJ) + 2a2u1-- (u2- 2ul) 
f3202 ~o 
14 
, 
(9.11) 
~2 4j.L2 . 
+ 2 (u,l - u2 + uJ) (&.R.A + a.Ru) - ~ (u1 - u2 + ~) 2 
~ f3o 
~ 
... -- (u - 2u ) (u ) 
f38 2 1 1 
\Hth (9.12) and (9 .. 13) in (9.8): 
N' == !J..' - u + u) 2 3 
, (9.12) 
(9.13) 
+ 2a~ - - ( u - 2u ) + R 2J.-ta J 1 f3o 2 1 N'N' , (9.14) 
15 
R_ ::: - 1/21-J.' -lij.J. (u - u + u..,_) (tR if- aiL) 
where: [ 2 : 
-~'N' 2 1 2 _; - A ' 1J 
. f3o . . 
· ~a 2 2 : 3 ' J 
+ --(2u + u - 3u u + 2u u - u u ) ~303 1 2 1 2 1 3 ; 2 3 • (9.15) 
Converting ~'N' to the S, G, J system: 
1-14/1-
~'N' == 2(J-L' ( rN'N' ) (9.16) - J-L)2(s - G)4 , 
where: 
~N'N' = - 4}J,•s2 [!<J..L' - J..LG)rA + G(J-.1' - J..L)'ru J (u1 - u2 + u3 ) + 4}J.'SL~G2 
(IJ.' - J..L) 2(u - u + u ) 2 - 4pJ-L 12(s ~ G) 2r u - 2!J.'S3G2 (J-L' - J-1.) 2 
. 1 2 3 . A1 
(S :. G) (2u2 + u 2 - 3u u + 2u u - Uj u ) - [2pJ..i'S(J-L'- 1-tG) (S - G).r 1 2 12 13 23 . -A 
+ 2J..L'SG(J..L' - J..L) (S - G)r + 2pJ..L 12S(S ~, G)r] (u - 2u ) 
U • A 2 1 
. 4 2 2 . 2 42 
- J-.1 1 S (1-t' - J-.1) (u1 - u 2 + ~) - J-.1 1 (1-L' - !J,) (S - G) u 1 
- J..L'S2(J..L' - J.1.)2(S - G)2(u2 - ~)2 _' 2J..l'S2(J..l' - J.L)2(S - G)2 
2 3 )2 . ) 2 2 ( u - u u + u u ) + 2(J.' S (J.l 1 - J-1. ( S - G ( 2u + u - Ju u + 2u u - u u ) 1 12 13 . 1 2 12 13 23 
• (9.17) 
I 
16 
From (9.6), (9.7). (9.16) and (9.17) R may be computed and! 
N'N"' - NN 
(9 •. 18) 
For fifth-order work the approximation for z of (7.13) will not 0 . 
be valid. Therefore it must be put into expansion form. Since: 
x2 + Y2 + (z - r)2 = r2 
.0 0 0 
where: x = - UL + x 
0 
2 2 
X + y 
0 0 
, or z = --- = 
0 2r - z 
y =-UM+y 
0 
0 
• 
2 2 R(x + y ) 
0 0 
2 - Rz 
0 
Then: 2 2 2 (x + y ) + z R /4 2 2 2 3 2 2 ~ (x + y ) + z R /8 (x + y ) + ect.,. (9.19) 
0 0 0 0 ; 0 0 0 0 
Now using a one term expansion as an approximate value for z0 in the 
Second t, erm·. / ( 2 2) 3/8 G 2 2)2 z
0 
= R 2 x
0 
+ y 0 + R1 . ,x0 + y 0 (9. 20) 
Using a third-order expansion for U, given by (7.23),in (7.14): 
- ~u/o 
i 
+ 8 ..e.2~..? jo2 cui - ulu2 + uJ.u3) + 84J./o • ( 9· 22) 
Suustituting (9.21) and (9~22) into (9.20), and then converting to the 
s, G, J system, and taking out a common factor we have: z = R + R , 
. 0 z zz 
where: Rz = (7 .16) , and: 
IJ.3 .r3 
R = 3 . 4 (r ) 
zz 2!-t'(l-1' _ !-1) (s ... G) zz 
where: 
2 4 . 2 
rzz = 41-L•s G(~,t - J.L)(IJ.' -IJ.G)ru(u1 - u 2 + u3 ) + s (!-1'- f.LG) 
1? 
(9.23) 
~IJ.' - 1J.G) 2 - 4G2 (1J.' - !-1) 2 ] (u1 - u 2 + ~) 2 + ~· 2SG(f.1 1 - IJ.) (S - G)rU(u2 - 2u.1 ) 
+ ~·s3 (!-1 1 - IJ.G)(S- G) [G2 (1J.' - IJ.) 2 - (!-1' - f.LG) 2 J 
2 2 22 . 2 2 ,2 (2u1 + u 2 - 3u1u 2 + 2u1~ - u2~) + 1-1' S (IJ.' - f.LG) (S - G) (u2 - 2u1) 
4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 
+ J.L' (S - G) u 1 + ~~· S (J.L' - IJ.G) (~ - G) (u1 - u 1u 2 + u1~). 
3 . 3 2 l 
- 21-1' S(p.' - f.LG}(S - G) (2u1 ""u1u2 ) • (9.24) 
This gives all that is needed to compute A, U and U'• With (7 .17): 
2 3 2 A=---= (N' - N) (R + B z0 + R z0 ,) 
N1 - N 
or 
and this yields: A= a+ RA + RAA ~ wlP.ere using (7.21): 
3 ' ? 2 : 2 
RAA = (!-1 '-f.i)R (Rz) .• + (!-1' - 1-.L)R (B.ii-) + R (R~) (RN' - N) + R(~'N• NN), or: - . 
f.15f.i'.J5 
Using the same procedure for U: 
,R, - z U= __ .... o
N 
(9.25) 
, or: 
1 where: 
18 
2 . 
~ = RNRz/~ - &11m/~ + &_(~/~) - Rz~/~ 7 or: 
~2J3 
I RUTJ = ~t(~' - ~)J(S- G)4 (rUTJ) (9.27) 
where: 
4 ..,( )J( )( )2 . 2 2 . 2 
r = 2S GJ ~' - ~ ~' - ~G r - r. - 2S G (~' - ~) rNrz UTI N · .. zz 
• (9.28) 
To obtain U' an expression for &' in the S, G, J system will be 
needed. Since by (2.15): 1- &'a = ~' then: &' =(1- ~)/a , or: 
(9.29) 
Then: 
N' 
= t' - t'R /~' 
- - N' 
, or: 
-~J~ 
J J 4 (rU'U') ~~ (~' - ~) (S -G) 
(9.JO) 
where: 
.. ( 9.Jl) 
We no•v have ex:preRsions through fi\fth-ord.er terms for a11 of the 
Quantities in (7.1). Therefore: 
x' == [(a + RA + RAA) (&_' + ~J' + RTJIU') (~ + ~J + ~JIJ) + (_&' + ~J' + Ru•u•) 
-Ct+Ii +R ·,]1 +f;_-U'+Ri. +R )(a+R +R )]x· (9~32) 
- u uu' L - U:1 u I u I A .AA 
Now since (ae..e' +·.&.' -.f) = 0 ( :para:x:i8J1 q_uantity d ) then: 
x 1 = (1 - .f'a)x +~..e•RA + Ca.&.+ l)Ru, + (Ia.&_' - l)R~ (IJ./o) (x1 - x) 
- (&'RA + aRu,)x + ~'x' , where: 
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Rx'x' = G~'RARu + &R.ARU' + alluRut + (a&,+' 1)RlT'U' +(a&.' r l)Ruu + ..e..e'RAAJ 
(IJ./o) (x1 - x) -[.t.e'R.A + (ae + l)IRu, + (a.f'- 1)·R~(1J./o3 )(x1 - x) 
(u1 - u 2 + ~) "'" (&'R.A.A + a.R1JIU'' + RARU,) x , or: 
Rx'x' ={ (IJ./o)[.f'R.ARU + .&_RARU, + a.RuRut +: (a!+ l)RU'U' +(a!' - l)Ruu + .t.t'R.A.A J 
- (1J./o3 )[.e~'R.A + (a.&,+ l)Ru, + (a!' - l)R~(u1 - u2 + u3 ) }<1 
-{ (IJ./o)[.&_'RARU + .&.RARU' + a.RuRu 1 + (a.f + l)Ru'U' + (a.f' - l)RUU + £.R. 1R.AA.J 
. . ' . . 
- (1JJo3 )[.e.t'RA + (af + l)Ru1 + (af.' - l)llu]Cui- u2 + ~) 
CIJ./o ).&.'R .A:~ = 
44 
IJ.J 
(IJ./o) Ca.&.+ l)BrJITJ' = 2 3 ,5 < - Sru•u•) 
21J.' (IJ.' - IJ.)· (S -G) 
IJ.5 ir 
, 
, 
(9.33) 
( 9.34) 
' I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.I 
I 
( 9.34) continued: 
, 
, 
, 
• 
Using (9&34) in (9 .. 33), e,nd conver~ing to overstriped .. quantities:· 
' 
1
- 2!1J..L'S3G4(J..L'- J..L)3r J (u - u + :u )} x1 u 1 2 : 3 
-{ p.SG2 (J..L' - .J..L)rutr - 2!J.J..L 12SG(J..L 1 - P,) (J..L 1 
20 
(cont.), 
21 
+ [zw.ts3a2 (!-L 1 - !J.) 2 (!J.' - JlGfrA + 2!J+c~.ts3a2 (!-L' - !J.)Jru 1 . -·2J4t 1SJG4(!-L' - J.L)3r~ 
(ul ~ "2 + "3)} X J (9.35) 
This is as far as Jt is practic~l to go in breaking down this 
expression without applying it to specific coefficients. The expression 
for fifth-order spherical aberration .(c222 ) will be factored in this paper. 
This coefficient was chosen for tv1o 1:\easons. It is the shortest, and. 
therefore the simplest to factor. se:condly, spherical aberration 
disappears completely in the aplanatib points, and therefore the final 
result of the factoring may be partially checked. The check is that each 
term of the final result must contain at least an h, d, and. e, so that 
regardles~ of the aplanatic point usecii the coefficient will equal zero. 
The skew ray expansion on page 1, shows that this coefficient pertains 
to the ~i1 terms. Extracting these termf~ from (9.35) gives: 
c222 = /' s5 4 [!J.G2 (!-L' - !J.) { 2GJ (!-L' - !J.)J (1-1 I J.LG) ~J.l. 1 (!J. 1 - J.l.) (S - G) 5 
. 2 2 [ 2 '2 2l 
- 4tt' G(!J. I - J.L) (J.L I - f.J.G) ( G - 1) - (IJ. I - f.J.G) (t.J.' - IJ.G) ~ 4G (1-L 1 - 1-L-l J 
- 2G2 (J.L' - ~-L) 2 (J.L I - !J.G) 2 - JGJ (!J.I - t.J.)J ( IJ.I - fJ.G) } - 2fJ.I-L I 2G(!J. t - IJ.) 
(t.J.. 1 - t.J.G) 2 (G - l)J - ~2f.J. 1 (J.L' - t.J.) (J-1. 1 - !J.G) 2 (G - l)J - 2f.J.l.J. 1G(!J. 1 - !J.) 2 
(J.L'- !J.G) 2(G- 1)2 - (!J.'- !J.) { ~L 1 (f.J. 1 - t.J.)J(IJ. 1 -IJ.G)- 4tJ_• 2G(J.L 1 - J.L) 
2 ?..[ 2 2 21 (J.L' - !J.G) (G - 1) - p. 1 (J.L' - J.LG). • (t.J.' - J.LG) - 4-G (f.J. 1 - J.L) j 
- 2j..i1(j..i' - J.L) 2 (!J. 1 - J.LG) 2 - (J.L' - kt)(f.J.' - J.LG) [- ~.'(l-1 1 - !J.G)(G 1) 2 
- 4-j..i 1 G(!J. 1 - !J.) (f.J.'- !J.G)(G- 1) +4}L 1G2 (!J.' - J.L) 2 - J.L'(f-1. 1 - !J.) 2]} (cont.), 
l 
I 
I. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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(c222 continued from page 21) 
- (~L 1 - )J.G) 2 { 2(~ 1 - ~G)4 + 4)J. 1 G(!J- 1 - ·~) (!J, 1 - ~G) 2 (G - 1) + (~' ..: ~)2 
G~· -!J-G)2 - 4G2(!J-' - !J-)~ - 2(!-l-' - !Jj)(f..L' - )J-G)2(!-L' - !J-G2) + (!J-' - !J-) 
[ trw' (1-l-' - !J-G) (G -·1) 2 - 4JJ.'G(1J, 1 -!Ji)(!J-1 - f..LG) (G - 1) + 4J..t'G2(!J-' - !J-)2 
- )J, I (!-L I - f.-L) 2 - 3!-LG4 (tJ.'' - t.t) ~} + 2!-L!-L' G2 (!J- t - IJ,) 2 (!-L I - f..LG )2 ( G - 1) 2 + 2!-L!-L I G2 
(IL' - IJ-)3(11' - ILG)(G - 1) - 2!J!J.'Gl}(IL' ~ !J-)3(1L' - IL(l) (G - lJ (9.)6) 
Factoring I c222 and combining terms yaelds: 
_ JJ485 . 
c = [f..ll..L'(!J- 1 -,!J,G) 2 (G- 1) 2 (!-L'G -!J,) 2 222. 2f1t.L' (IJ.' _ !-L)4(S _ G)5 
+ !JI-1 1 (!-L' - ~J,G)(G- 1) 2(!-l-'G- !J,)(!-L' - !J,) 2 (G2 - ~1~ ( 9.37) 
• (9.38) 
Going to X and .:X:: (see page 7) in object space, and selecting the :proper 
1 
paraxial rays, (7.57), to obtain h, d, 'and e., then (9.38) may be sub-
stituted into (8.13) and yields: 
n 
c222 = I:i 
1 
Since! 
and 
, 
. (9.40) . 
(9.41) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
2.3 
then: 
n 
= l:i 
1 
cross product terme. (9.42) 
Now is expressed completely in t!erms of quanti ties already calculated 
in the determination of third-order aberratiions. The only terms not in the 
final third-order form are a and a 1 , but they are computed in the process 
of getting h, d and e. 
This mea:hs that only minor additions· t_oi a computer program that is already 
written for the matrix approach to third-ord¢r aberrations would be needed to 
obtain the fifth-order spherical coefficient. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Chapter Three SAMPLE NUMERICAl, CALCULATIONS 
In this chapter the calculations will be carried out on a doublet 
to illustrate the simplicity of the :procedure. Also the final reeul ts 
will be shown for two other common lenses. 
The first thing needed to evalua~e the coefficients is the :par-
I 
axial ray trace. This yields values ~or h, d, e, h 1 , d', e•, P, a, 
and a.'. For the :paraxial trace and subsequent calculations the· 
doublet has been normalized (all dime~sions adjusted to give a focal 
length of unity). The data on the lens is: 
1 ;z J 
' 
R +2.4044 -2.6'833 0 
~· 1.5198 1. 6213 1 
t I 0.1006 o.o'671 -
The trace will be made for an ob!ject at inf_inity (G = 0), and \'lith 
a :pupil magnification S = +0 .• 982 • ' All val11es in the trace have been 
rounded to three decimal :places to siJm:plify format. 
I 
According to (7.90) the object I\aY b.eight at the first surface must 
I 
be · -1, and with 
· trace is complete. 
a = 0 the informat~on needed to compute the :paraxial 
i 
The following fo~mat is one that has been found 
useful for hand computation. 
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Object Ray Reference Ray 
Quantity 1 2 J 1 2 J 
r +0.416 
-0.373 00 
1-l 1.000 1.520 1.621 
1-L' 1.520 1.621 1.000 
R +2.404 '-2.683 0 
1-L/1-L' 0.658 0.937 1 .. 62'1 
t' 0.101 0.067 
-
. 
h -1.000 -0.917 ...:o.876 0'** +0&065 +0.106 
t 1 a.' + +0.083 +0.041 
- +0.065 +0.041_ 
-
h' -0.917 -0.876 - +0. 065 +0.106 
-
a. 0 +0.822 +0.615 +0.982 +0. 646 +0.616 
I 
Rh + -2.4o4 +2.460 0 0 -0.174 0 
cp -2.404 +J~ 282 +0. 615 +O. 982 +0.472 +0.616 
~· 92 = ~· - -1.582 +3.075 -o. 997·~· +0.646 +0.442 +0.999 
d -o.822 +0.207 -0 .. '382 +0 .. )36 +O.OJO -O.J83 
a, 0 +0.822 +0. 615 +0.982 +0.646 +0.616 
d 
-
-0.822 +0.207 -o. 382 +O.JJ6 +0.030 
-0 •. '383 
a.' +0.822 +0.615 +0.997* +0. 646 +0.616 +0.999"' 
a. 0 +0.822 +0. 615 +0.982 +0.646 +0.616 
~· + =L582 +3~075 +0.997 +0.646 +0.442 -!-0.999 
e -1 .. 582 +3. 897 -0.382 +1.628 +1.088 +1.615 
p +2.923 +24.396 -2.610 
2 2 
+0,675 -:0.297 +0.616 a.' - a. 
*The values of these final angles gives a good cbec~ on' the calculations. Excluding 
round-off errors they will e~ual +1. 
** The entrance pupil for this lens is at th~ first vertex, and therefore the 
height at the first surface for the reference ray is o. 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Now all the data needed to compute any of the third-order coefficients 
or fifth-order spherical has 'been obtained. There is, ho,·;ever, no expression 
in Dr. Brouwer's work that gives direct[y n4 for an individual surface~ 
Since this value will be needed to obtain the cross product contribution 
of fifth-order spherical it will be der~ved at this timee According to (A.10): 
mi = - n4 , and (?.51) gives an expression for c10 that is the summation 
of indiviual surface values. Since c10 = m1 , and proper choice of a. 
and. X may be assumed then: 
Ji 
or using (5.26) and (?.82): 
+ 
J l,n 
• (10.1) 
Using (?.80), (?.81), (?.82), (?.B3) and (8.12) the results are: 
Surface No. 
Q;uantity 1 2 3 Lens 
mli +0.000 +0.010 -0.066 ~0.022;: 
m2 /3 ' -0.0?6 +0.543 +0.522 +0.328* 
' i 
~/3 -1.278 -0.527 +0.543 -1.262 
m4i -}.128 +3.670 -0.543 -0.001 
m6o/4 -5.255 +12.8o4 -0.126 +?.423 
q/4 (m3i m** + 4j m4i n**) 4j 0 +6.703 -0.241 +6.462 
m60/4 +13.885 
The values of m1i a.nd mz/3 for' individual surfaces in the above 
table do not include the constant term in S, G and J. It is included, 
however, in the value in the 11Lens 11 ' column so that the final value 
is correct. For the rest of the qu~ntities the finaJ value is a straight 
summation of the individual surface contributions. 
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So that insight may be obtained into the magnitude and sign of the 
fifth-order spherical contribution in some typical systems, the following 
tables and graphs are presented. In each case the system is normalized, 
and the object point is on axis at infinity (G = 0 and a= 0). The ~x' 
refers to deviation of the rays from.the axis ih the :paraxial image 
:plane. This deviation i~ given for third-order, fifth-order, combined 
third and fifth-order, and for a real ray trace. 
Doublet: (Lens data given previously) 
f/2 max x1 = 0.250 
3rd 5th Jrd+5th Ray Trace 
X .x3·105 t:, x 1 •105 
1 1 
.x5.1Q5 
1 . 
t:, x' ~ 105 t:, x'•l05 t:,x 1 •105 
' 
o.p5 12 -0 0 0025 0.03 +0.5 +0.5 +0.4 
0,10 105 -0.0211 1 +15 +15 +16 
0.15 356 -0.0711 9 +121 +121 +147 
0.20 844 -0.1688 35 +486 +486 +89'7 
0.25 1648 -0.3295 107 +1488 +1487 +5607 
0.30 3rd 
3rd + 5th ----- -------
Ray Trace 
0.20 
-
-
0.10 
0 200 800 1000 
I 
I 
I 
I. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I. 
I 
I 
I 
I· 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Cooke Triplet 
1 
R +4.82439 
!J.' 1.61620 
t' 0.,40278 
G = 0 
X 1 xi .1o5 
0.018 0·.37 
.. 
0. 036 _j.oo 
0.053 10.12. 
0.071 23.99 
0.089 ·. . 45.56 
. i, 
2 3 4 I 5 6 
' 
-0.75393 -1.64505 +_5.11794i +0~31073 -1.,46116 
1 1..57250 1 L61620 1 
0.0168.5 0~00961 0.13874 o.o3132 -
s = + 1.1.5661 f/5.6 
Jrd 
6i:'•l05 
-0.5 
~4 
-14 
-33 
=62 
3rd 
3rd + 5th 
. Ray Trace 
-60 
x i .. ~o5 
0.00009 
0.00290 
0.02125 
0.09040 
o. 26976 
1 
I 
\ 
\ 
m~0/4 == + 90. 9L1-0 
I 
! . 
I 
5~h 
6x 1 l•105 
! 
\ 
'-, 
r 
+o.bo8 
I 
+o.k6 
' 
+2 
. ; 
+8 
! 
I 
+1Z5 
I 
Jrd+.5th 
,6. x• .. 105 
-0.5 
-4 
-12 
-25 
-37 
-40 I -20 
L:,X 1 •10~ 0 
I 
I 
Ray Trace 
,6. X I •10_5 . 
-0.8 
-6 
-16 
~27 
-16 
0.10 
0.08 
0.04 
0.02 
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I 
I 
Tesaar (D~R.P. 463739) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
R +3.1172 0 
-1.4059 ft-3.4662 0 +3.5088 
-2.1177 
1-L' 1.6072 1 
tt 0.04·63 0.0542 
G-=0 
3rd 
.xl X i•105 6 x 1 •105 
0.018 0.69 -0A6 
o;o36 5.51 -5 
0.053 18.58 -18 
0.071 44.05 -42 
0.089 83.65 -79 
-80 
1 .. 5?49 ,1 1.5262 1.6227 1 
o.o373 0.0671 0 .. 0150 0.0800 
-
f/5.6 
5th 3rd+5th Ray Trace 
X i#105 6 .x 1 •105 6 :x 1 & 105 6 x 1 •105 
0.00025 
0.00799 
0.05851 
0.24172 
0.74270 
-60 
+0.007 
' 
+0.22 
+2' 
' +7 
+21 
' 
' 
3rd 
3rd + Sth 
Ray Trace 
I 
-0.6 -0.5 
-5 -4 
-16 
-13 
-35 ~29 
-58 -48 
0.10 
0.08 
0.06 
0.04 
0.02 
-20 0 
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Chapter Four CONCLUSIONS 
In general the matrix approach to the question of aberrations 
ha~ been very rewarding, and is therefore deserving of the attention 
required to understand and utilize it. Not only has simple calculation 
of the aberration coeffici~nts resulted, but also additional insight 
into the physical picture has been obtained from its use in third-order 
aberrations. This paper is but a foot in the door of the storehouse of 
benefit to be found from deriving all of the fifth-order coefficients. 
It becomes evident upon examining the final form for fifth-order 
spherical aberration that numerical evaluation will be extremely simple. 
Since the quantities in the expression are also needed for third-order 
approximation, and easily obtained from a paraxial ray trace, the 
additional information from having the fifth-order coefficient is 
practically a bonus. To obtain the remainder of the coefficients will 
not be difficult·. It only remains to pick out of (9.35) all the terms 
that apply to the coefficient in question~ which will yield a form 
similar to (9.36). The factoring of this expression, and converting it 
t~ h, d, e, P, and etc. as in (9.38) produces the final form. It is 
worth mentioning again that the factoring of these other eleven co-
efficients will be more of a problem than was spherical. Since there 
is no assurance in many cases that they go to zero in the aplanatic 
points, there is no easy criteria for recognizing the final form once 
obtained. The answer to this problem is that there is no particular 
final form. As long as the result is correct, and yields a simplification 
in calculation, then it is of value. 
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i 
Even a casual examination of (9.42) gives an ~xample of how these 
. I 
I 
fifth-order co·efficients may enhance 1:nsight into ltltre varied :problems 
of lens design.·· -since (9.42) may ala be written: 
n. 
c222 = ~i 3~22{.2 
then a designer is assured that if he :can clecrease the third-order 
contribution of a surface to spherica~ aberration the fifth will ~ltkely 
4;iminish. .As s't131-ted, this is a resu]t obtained from a cursory ob-
' 
servation, ana ·should not limit specu~ation as to the possibilities 
:presented. 
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.ABSTRACT 
This paper is an extension of th~ work originally done by Dr. 
11illem Brouwer for his doctoral thesi~ at Delft University, Delft, 
I 
Holland. He took the relationships governing:(l) the direction of 
I 
a light ray before and after refraction at a surface; (2) the co-
ordinates, with respect to the axis, of this light ray at two successive 
surfaces of an optical system; and set them into matrix form. He was 
• 
then able to produce a matrix for one:surface to obtain image :plane 
coord.inates from those in the object plane, when given an initial ray 
diTection, by multiplying in proper syquence two translation and one 
refracti.on matrices. 
He also constnwted another objeqt to image matrix which used 
paraxial magnifications from an object and reference plane, plus 
Unknown coefficients for the h:l.gher pqwers of these two object plane 
coordinates (i.e. a general series expansion)~ He modified this basic 
matrix with another, a.nd its inverse, :,which contained only powers of 
the paraxial magnificatioJ?-S. The mod~fication allowed-a series of the 
basic matrices to be nmltiplied (combi~i:ng suffaces for a lens system) 
while cau.sing the coefficients to be dnly additive for the third.-order . 
terms. 
4fter thil'l the non-linear quanti~ies of the refraction and trans-
lation matrices for one surface were ~xpanded into pov1er series, and 
I 
combined according to their original telationship. The results were 
compared with the matrix of unknown coefficients, and these coefficients 
ii 
eq_1.1.ated to the expressions tbat were mUltiplied times the same com-
bination of object plane coordinates. Finally these expressions were 
factored and converted into terms that :could be obtained from a :paraxial 
ray trace~ 
Dr. Brouwer carried this work far enough to get third-order co-
I efficients. In this paper all serles nave been extended to obtain a 
I 
fifth-order expression for the ima&e cqordinate~ From this expression 
the coefficient that determines the magnitude of spherical aberration 
I 
I was extracte.d, factored, converted _and ,simplified. 
I 
Having obtained. the fifth-ord.er expression resulting from the 
combined power series means that the m~jority of the voluminous algebra 
I req_uired to get the fifth-order coefficients has been completed. Only 
extraction, factoring, converting and simplification remain for the 
I other eleven coefficients. 
I In addition~ when matrices are multiplied together there will be 
fifth-order cross product terms that cannot be avoided. This is true, 
I at least, with the inverse matrix modification used by Dr. Brouwer, 
I 
and in this worko Therefore, this paper aJso investigated the form of 
I 
these cross products, and presented this infnrmation for all t'tJelve 
I skew coefficients, and the six meridio~a1 coefficients. 
After obtaining an expression for:fifth-order spherical aberration 
I a chapter is devoted to demonstrating h01•1 to u.se the matrix approach :for 
I computation, and the results given for some common lenses. The computa-
tion of a :para.>cia.l ray trace is shown for a doublet. This is followed 
I by charts and graphs showing: third-order spherical aberation, fifth-
I 
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iii 
order spherical aberration, arid real *ay trace spherical aberration 
I for selected rays from an object at i~finity for the doublet, a Cooke 
I 
Triplet and a Tessar. 
I 
i 
I The conclusions indicate that even preliminary study of the final 
I 
expression for fifth-order spherical ~berration showeu that useful 
I 
I 
I information could be derived from e~~ining it in the final form 
presented. 
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i GLOSSARY OF S~OLS 
,, 
I 
I 
i 
In this glossary each term will'1 be briefly described, and the page 
number will be given where it is int~oduced or defined. If the number 
I 
is followed by a W this means it is ~n this paper, 'otherwise it refers 
to Tir. Brouwer's where the majority bf the terms were introduced. 
! 
Subscripts 
I 
The subscripts for the aberratibn coefficients follow a consistent 
I 
! 
convention~ . In third.-order the first number indicates if it is a co-
efficient for a X or x
1 
term ( 1 = X · 2 = x ) and I I 1 I in the second, 
I 
I 
and 2 = u3 • For fifth-order the same convention 
! 
applies, but there are now two coefficients to give the u 
i 
terms 
(i.e. 2 00 = u
1 
, 01 = u 1u 2 , 
utilized to indicate surface 
02 = u 1+3 etc.). 
I applica~ion (i.e. 
I 
I 
Subscripts which are 
the i 
are also used to give the effect bet~een two particular surfaces 
(i.e. G =magnification for surf~ces i thru n ). Underscoring 
i,n 
of quantities means they apply to thci convention where angles are 
II 
. , multiplied by the refractive index, 4istance along the axis is divided 
by the refractive index and·distance ]perpendicular to·the axis is 
unmodified. 
' 
,. 
Superscri~ts 
I 
Overstriping means the quanti tie's belong to the convention where 
I 
angles are unmodified, a,nd distances !are nmltiplied by the refractive 
index (see page 28). The symbols 1 , ", * and 1 * when used. with 
coefficients indicate various stages 'iof development that these co-
! 
efficients' undergo while the matrix iP, which they appear is being 
modified to give a simplified final r';esult. The ** is a summation 
symbol defined on 6W and 8W. 
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Symbol 
A 
a 
B· 
b 
c 
c 
Ck£, 
clcl.m 
D 
d 
d 
d' 
dk.e 
dk.em 
e 
e' 
f 
f' 
(} 
h 
h' 
i 
j 
J 
,L 
1' 
.£ 
.£' 
M 
M' 
ffik 
mko 
nk 
nk:o p 
q 
R 
r 
s 
t' 
T' 
u 
u• 
Uk 
uk 
v· 
X 
Xl 
x' 
Xi 
X 
xl 
Description 
non-paraxial power 
tl 11 
I 
term 1~1 in a non-paraxialimatrix 
tl · II tr II ll II 
t! 2J2 n 11 non-paraxiali 11 
II II II tl II I " 
third-order object plane s~ew coeffic~ent 
fifth-order " II " · n 
term 2,1 in a non-paraxial! matrix 
n unrr n In 
I 
object ray aplanatic point1 factor 
ref • " n " [ " 
third-order reference pla!:\:e skew coefficient 
fifth-order 11 11 I 11 " 
object ray aplanatic point/· factor 
ref. rr n n I 11 
focal length of first foc~l point 
It tl It 2nd II I II 
paraxial magnification frdm object to image 
object ray aplanatic poin~ factor 
ref. H II II II 
surface number 
tl 11 
:9arax.ial power 
i 
optical direction cosine ~efore refraction 
n It tt ~fter n 
object distance from firs~ vertex 
image " fl last 
1 
11 
optical direction cosine ~efore refraction 
t1 11 II after II 
third-order meridional co~fficient 
fifth-order n " 
third-order 
fifth-order 
~·/~· - ~ 
J/S - (} 
II II (ref. Plane) 
II II If 
surface curvature 
11 radius of curvat1.:qre 
paraxial magnification· be1tween reference planes 
thickness I 
reduced thickness 1 
ray distance before a sysitem 
" u after tt ni i 
combination of object pla!ne coordinates 
n n image ul 11 
ray di8tance used to exp~ess L and M 
object })lane coord.inate · 
ref • n u 
image II u 
" ref. 11 11 1 
modified object plane codrdinate 
11 ref. 11 ' " 
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1.3 
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26 
14 
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J8 
38 
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I Symbol Xo 
I Yo y Yl 
Y' 
I Y' 1 Zo 
I a a.' 
13 
I 13' 0 
0 I 
I j..L 1-L' cp 
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<pI 
X 
%' 
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Descriptioh 
i 
general coordinate used tb 
II It II It 
get z 
It II 
I 
object plane coordinate 
ref. 11 n 
i image " 11 1 
11 ref. u " I 
coordinate of intersection]of 
surface I 
ray and spherical 
I 
I 
object ray angle with axisjbefore refraction 
n u 11 tt n I after " 
paraxial magnification 'r' 
II II 
I • distance behreen object and reference plane 
" n 11 "] . n n 
refracti.ve .index before a :refracting surface 
11 tt after 
angle of incidence 
tt of refraction 
reference ray angle with 
11 ·II Jl t1 
" u It 
i 
l 
a.:tis ,, 
! 
before refraction 
after 
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